
 

 

Company Profile 

Nichh – Shalom is a registered company under the laws of Ghana with its Head Office in Accra, Ghana, 

and currently, it subsidiary company ShalomContainers is one of the leading companies in Africa when it 

comes to container sales, container houses, apartments, student hostels, dormitories, classrooms, 

mobile container offices, container office complex, prefab homes, general construction and many 

others. Nichh – Shalom also offers all kinds of different services. 

Apart from the sales of all kind of the finest shipping containers, which includes; 40’HC, 40’GP and 20’GP 

among others, of both empty dry and reefer shipping containers, ShalomContainers is the best when it 

comes to container accommodation. The company as well supplies all kind of special containers. 

ShalomContainers sells both new and used shipping containers for various uses including shipping and 

storage purpose, just to mention few.  

Besides, ShalomContainers is specialized in container accommodation, being it; student hostels, student 

dormitories, classrooms, hospitals, clinics, bungalows,  hotels, restaurants, hostels and many others. 

ShalomContainers, uses the shipping containers to construct, all kinds of houses and offices, being it; 

apartments, mobile offices, office complex, military and police / security barracks, military camps, 

mining site hostels and many more as one can imagine.  

The most wonderful thing about container accommodation is that, it is as strong and durable as the 

traditional buildings from other materials, but the container building is very fast and takes no time with 

some advantages ridding over the traditional building. 

Container accommodation is eco friendly and is within time constraint. Just like any other material or 

the traditional materials use in building, container accommodation can be built from all kind of styles 

and sizes to suit one purpose. With container housing/accommodation, a lot is achieved with a little or 

no time to solve emergency accommodation difficulties, especially after disaster. 

ShalomContainers can easily turn slam areas into a nice living place for governments and individuals or 

private companies in no time. In addition, it is easy for governments to relocate sites or places to live 

instead of the slam areas without any difficulties since it takes no time to build using containers in 

building. People or persons who has being evacuated can easily get a new accommodation and so is 

those who has being striked with natural disasters and have no where to live. Using containers/shipping 

containers in building it makes it easy for expansion and one can also move from one place to another 

and will not loose most of his materials used in building unlike that of the traditional building which can 

never be moved. 

Many years back, a lot of people think, container buildings or container houses are for the poor or for a 

temporal use, but this is not true, container houses can be use as a permanent structure since it can last 

just as any other structure or building can last.  

Meanwhile, unlike other materials or the traditional material use in building houses, container buildings 

have special and unique features which make it the best. For instance; 

It is easy to relocate and one can easily carry his/her accommodation along.  



 

 

It is the fastest way to build, yet is as strong as all other materials use in building, including the 

traditional material. 

It is truly eco green structures and can be recycled if demolished. 

Container accommodation is the strongest structure, compelled to all other structures. 

Most logical structure. 

Container houses are Environmentally friendly (eco friendly). 

Container houses are eco friendly properties. 

 

On a whole, unlike the other materials or the traditional materials use in building, container houses can 

withstand most natural disasters, example; earthquakes, hurricane and tornado. Container 

accommodation serves as the best security building. Hence with ShalomContainers, you can own 

properties anywhere and can as well move your properties from one place to another without any or 

much difficulties.  

ShalomContainers is one of the best in Africa when it comes to container accommodation, and do not 

compromise with quality work. The company have a solid and committed team members who see the 

work more as passion, rather than something to fetch them money, and this help them put in their best 

skills to bring out something lovely. 

The huge and unadulterated fact of housing deficit in Ghana and across the African continent has 

prompt the C.E.O of  ShalomContainers (Mr. Shalom) to use, used shipping containers to build 

affordable but durable Houses, Classrooms, Dormitories, Hostels, Clinics, Perfect Modern Markets, 

Military barracks and all other important necessary structures needed to solve or ease the housing 

deficit problem. Slam areas which are commonly found in Africa, could easily be turned into modern 

cities using shipping containers. Shipping containers are strong in such a way that it could be built to any 

height, and that will take a small land space while it accommodate more. 

The use of containers as a building material has grown in popularity over the past years due their 

inherent strength, and they are seen to be more eco friendly than the traditional building materials such 

as bricks and cement. Shipping containers in many ways are the ideal building material, as they are 

designed to carry heavy loads and to be stacked in high columns. They are also designed to resist harsh 

environment, such as  ocean-going vessels or sprayed with road salt while transported on roads. Due to 

their high strength, containers may be adapted for secure storage. Shipping containers can be used to 

build apartments or any other building even above tenth floor and ShalomContainers is the best when it 

comes to this in Africa. 

Markets and Stalls can easily be put up with shipping containers and it will serve as the best security. 

Empty Shipping Containers are commonly use as markets, stalls and warehouses in countries of former 

USSR. The biggest shopping mall or organized market in Europe is made up of alleys or formed by 

stacked shipping containers on 69 hectares equivalent to 170 acres of land between the airport and the 

central part of Odessa, Ukraine. 

 


